In this study, we present an empirical model, named CH-Therm-2018, of the thermospheric mass density derived from 9-9 year (from August 2000 to July 2009) accelerometer measurements from the CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload 10 (CHAMP) satellite at altitudes from 460 to 310 km. The CHAMP dataset is divided into two 5-year periods with 1-year 11 overlap
Introduction 24
The thermosphere is the top layer of the gravitationally bound part of the atmosphere, which is partly ionized and extends 25 from about 90 km to over 600 km (Lühr et al., 2004) . Its density variations are mainly driven by the extreme solar 26 ultraviolet (EUV) irradiance, the energetic particles and electrical energy from the magnetosphere and solar wind, as well 27 as by waves originating in the lower atmosphere that propagate upward into the thermosphere. The thermospheric mass 28 density in general falls off exponentially with increasing altitude, with scale heights of about 25 km to 75 km in the upper 29 atmosphere, depending on altitude and solar flux levels. In addition to the vertical variation, the mass density varies also 30 horizontally (latitude and longitude) as well as with solar flux, geomagnetic activity, season and local time (Emmert, 31 2015) . 32
The thermosphere plays a crucial role for near-Earth space operations, as the total mass density is the key parameter for 33 orbit perturbation of low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites. Therefore, knowledge of the thermospheric density is critical in the 34 planning of LEO missions, such as their orbital altitudes, lifetime, and re-entry prediction. As the ionosphere is embedded 35 in the thermosphere, the knowledge of thermospheric density will also help to improve our understanding of the coupling 36 between thermosphere, ionosphere and lower-atmosphere Emmert, 2015) . 37
There are several tools for measuring the thermospheric mass density. The atmospheric drag provides the most direct 38 means, which can be measured by onboard accelerometers (e.g., Champion 2004). Other instruments, such as neutral mass spectrometers (e.g., von Zahn, 1970; Hedin, 1983) , ultraviolet remote 41 sensing (e.g., Meier and Picone, 1994; Christensen et al., 2003) , as well as the pressure gauge mounted on rockets (e.g., 42
The Rocket Panel, 1952; Clemmons et al., 2008) , can also be used for inferring the mass density. The details of these 43 techniques have been reviewed by several earlier studies (e.g., Osborne et al., 2011; Clemmons et al., 2008; Emmert, 44 2015) . Various empirical models have also been developed to describe the thermospheric mass density variability. Tapley et al. (2004) ). These two models 50 represent well the prominent thermospheric structures at low latitudes like the equatorial mass density anomaly (EMA) 51 and the wave-4 longitudinal pattern, as well as the solar wind influence on the high latitude thermosphere, respectively. 52
As reported by previous studies, the height and solar activity are the two most important factors that affect the 53 thermosphere mass density (Liu, to July 2009 for constructing our empirical models of the thermospheric mass density, to make more efficiently use of the 66 CHAMP observation. This period includes high and low solar activities and the CHAMP satellite altitude varies from 450 67 to 310 km. Both these dependences had not been considered in the aforementioned models. Furthermore, we compare the 68 density results from CHAMP with estimates from a spherical calibration satellite, ANDE-Pollux, which allows us to scale 69
the obtained values to quasi-absolute levels. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we first briefly 70 introduce the CHAMP satellite and its accelerometer measurements, then describe our model construction approach and 71 present the CH-Therm-2018 itself. Our model predictions and the comparison with other models are given in Sect. 3.
72
Section 4 presents a validation of our model using Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) measurements to the spherical satellite 73 ANDE-Pollux. In Sect. 5 we provide the comparison between our model and the NRLMSISE-00 model. The relevant 74 discussion and summary is given in Section 6. 75
Data and Model Construction 76

CHAMP satellite and its accelerometer measurements 77
The CHAMP spacecraft was launched on July 15, 2000 into a near-circular polar orbit (inclination: 87.3°) with an initial 78 altitude of 456 km. By the end of the mission, September 19, 2010, the orbit had decayed to about 250 km. For covering 79 all local times, CHAMP needs 131 days. The thermospheric mass density measurements were deduced from the 80 accelerometer onboard CHAMP, which aimed to measure the non-conservative forces exerted on the satellite with a 81 resolution of <10 −9 m·s −2 in along-track and cross-track directions (Reigber et al., 2002 
The approach for constructing an empirical model 87
To give an overview of the CHAMP mission, Fig. 1 (top panel) Most important for the variation of thermospheric density is the altitude. In the CH-Therm-2018 model, we consider an 96 exponential dependence on height with a constant scale height for the variation of the mass density. However, as seen in 97 Fig. 1 , the CHAMP-measured density has dramatically increased by almost a factor of 8 when its altitude goes below 310 98 km, which also indicates that a constant scale height is not appropriate for the whole altitude range down to 250 km. 99
Therefore, in this study we consider the 9-year dataset from August 2000 to July 2009 when the satellite was above 310 100 km, and divide the dataset into two 5-year periods with a 1-year overlap. The two sets of results represent the high-to-101 moderate and moderate-to-low solar activity conditions, and the altitude of CHAMP decayed from about 460 km to 370 102 km and from 390 km to 310 km during the two periods, respectively. 103
The second most important parameter for the mass density variation is the solar flux level. According to Guo et al. (2008) , 104 the solar flux index P10.7 is more suitable than F10.7 for characterizing themospheric density variations. P10.7 is defined 105 as P10.7 = (F10.7 + F10.7A)/2, where F10.7A is the 81-day averaged value of the daily F10.7. geographic latitude (θ) and longitude (ϕ), as well as magnetic activity (E m ). We use a set of parameters for fitting the 133 coefficient matrix to the CHAMP measurements, which is expressed as: 134
where, 0  is the mass density at the reference height (310 km, the lowest height of CHAMP during the considered 9-year 136 period), and H d denotes the mass density scale height (km). Both parameters are valid for the reference environmental 137 conditions during the two periods (see below). More discussion of these parameters will follow in Section 4. The seven 138 sub-functions are defined as: 139
The height variation of mass density is described by an exponential function, i.e. Eq. 
CH-Therm-2018 model results 154
As described above, by using each 5-year period of CHAMP measurements we have derived empirical models based on 155 46 free parameters. The values of these parameters are listed in Table 1 . Taking all inter-relations into account it results in 156 a number of 3×3×7×8×12×8×3=145,152 coefficients in our empirical models, both for the high and low solar activity 157 periods. On top we find the reference density at 310 km altitudes. For the first more active period (mean P10.7=144.7 sfu 158 and E m =1.6 mV/m) we get a value for 0  of 7. The obtained dependence of mass density on solar flux level is twice as high during the low solar flux period as during the 165 solar maximum years. This result has to be seen in connection with the obtained scale height. The harmonically varying 166 dependences on season, local time latitude and longitude show no pronounced dependence on the activity level when 167 combining the two amplitudes (cosine and sine) of the fundamental oscillations. Different from that, the relative 168 dependence of the mass density on magnetic activity (parameter at bottom) is significantly higher for low solar activity. In 169 the following we are going to present the main features captured by the two different model solutions. 170
The panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 3 show the altitude versus solar activity variations from the two periods, over an altitude 171 range from 310 to 470 km. As the level of solar activity is quite different for the two periods, the range of P10.7 has been 172 limited to 100-280 sfu and 65-125 sfu, respectively. The model predicted mass density shows generally similar variations 173 for both periods, which increases with larger solar activity but decreases with altitude. The borders between different 174 colors can be interpreted as constant pressure levels. Panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 3 show the altitude versus geographic 175 latitude variation of the mass density around noon hours. The P10.7 values for the two periods have been set to 150 and 176 80 sfu, respectively. The mass density generally decreases from low to high latitudes during both periods. For the higher 177 solar activity condition, the equatorial mass density anomaly (EMA), which was earlier described by Liu et al. In Fig. 4 the dependence on periodically varying parameters is shown. The panels (a) and (b) present the MLT versus 183 latitude distribution of the mass density. The solar activity has been set again to 150 and 80 sfu for the two periods and the 184 altitude has been set to 400 and 340 km, respectively. During both solar activity periods, the mass density reaches its 185 maximum and minimum around 1400 MLT and 0300 MLT, respectively. The EMA feature is more evident at higher 186 solar activity conditions, as shown in panel (a) of Fig. 4 , with larger crest density in the northern hemisphere, as we have 187 chosen predicts for September equinox. Additionally, a clear density trough is seen around -75⁰ in the southern 188 hemisphere during the lower solar activity conditions. The panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 4 Xiong and Lühr., 2013). The panels (e) and (f) of Fig. 4 show the global distribution of the mass density around the noon 209 time for the two considered conditions. Here we find again the EMA signature. Some tidal features, a mixture of 210 longitudinal wave-3 and wave-4 patterns, are found at EMA crest regions in particular during the higher solar activity 211 period. While for the lower solar activity, wave-2 and wave-3 patterns are more prominent. The difference in longitudinal 212 wave patterns may be due to their different wavelengths and their relative susceptibility to molecular dissipation at 213 different solar flux conditions (Bruinsma and Forbes, 2010) . 214
Density validations by SLR measurements to calibration satellites 215
So far we have presented density results derived entirely from the CHAMP air drag measurements. Atmospheric drag is 216 the major non-gravitational force acting on LEO satellites, and it causes orbital decay. Since the atmospheric drag depends 217 primarily on the mass density, SLR measurements of spherical LEO satellites can be used to estimate mass density at their 218 altitude. Because of their simple geometry so-called canon-ball satellites can be used for quasi-absolute calibrations. This 219 is not an easy task since, on the one hand, it requires precise modeling of all other gravitational and non-gravitational 220 perturbations acting on the satellites, and on the other hand, the amount of SLR observations contributing globally to LEO 221 satellites observations is low. However, the derived density values can either be used to validate empirical models locally 222 or provide scaling factors for these models (Panzetta et al., 2018) . 223
As an example, we analyzed the SLR observations to the cannon-ball LEO satellite ANDE-Pollux between August 16 and 224
October 3, 2009, and derived from 6-hour to 12-hour time series of estimated scaling factors for the thermospheric density 225 predictions for the CH-Therm-2018 models. 
panel shows also the predictions from the NRLMSISE-00 model (green), which has been divided by the scale factor of 249 1.267 as derived from Figure 5 . Compared to our model, the NRLMSISE-00 model is clearly overestimating the CHAMP 250 observation during solar minimum years. The bottom panel presents quantitatively the relative differences between the 251 model predictions and CHAMP observations: 252
The annual average differences between our model and observations are within the range ±20% for all nine years, while 254 NRLMSISE-00 overestimates the observations by about 5% for high and moderate solar activity years, and reaches as 255 high as 40% for the extremely low solar activity years. It's no surprise that our model predicts better the observations than 256
the NRLMSISE-00 model, because our model is derived from CHAMP data, which have not been included in the 257 NRLMSISE-00 model. 258 It is worth to note that we have extended the model prediction to the last year of the CHAMP mission, as shown in Fig. 7 274 (c). We see that the slope and the mean ratio between observations and our empirical model have increased dramatically, 275 reaching values of more than 4.0 and 2.0 at the end of the mission, respectively. This is a consequence of the quite low 276 altitude of the CHAMP satellite. Therefore, we have to note that our model is suitable for the altitude range from 310 to 277 470 km. And the large increase of the CHAMP-measured mass density during the last mission year (see Fig. 1 ) might be 278 an indication of a smaller scale height due to a composition change at altitudes below 310 km. 279
Discussions and Summary 280
We have constructed a new model of thermospheric neutral density, called CH-Therm-2018, from the CHAMP 281 accelerometer measurements over a 9-year period from August 2000 to July 2009, covering both high and low solar 282 activity conditions (solar flux index P10.7 ranges from over 250 sfu to below 70 sfu). The CHAMP altitude changed from 283 460 km down to 310 km within this period. Good fits between model and observation are achieved when a constant scale 284 height over this range is assumed. But in addition solar flux level and magnetic activity dependent scaling factors are 285
introduced. This is from the physics point of view not justified because neither the solar flux nor the magnetic activity 286 increases the amount of air particle. Both these parameters change the height distribution of neutral particle and thus 287 modify the scale height. During the CHAMP mission the orbital altitude decreased simultaneously with the reduction of 288 solar flux level. For that reason it is impossible to determine reliably the dependence of the scale height on solar flux from 289 this dataset. For this modeling purpose this deficiency can be mitigated by a piecewise approximation of the real scale 290 height relation by an exponential function with fixed scale height, and a reference density at 310 km altitude scaled by a 291 solar flux and magnetic activity functions. The two considered periods are 5 years long. 292
Conventional atmospheric models have often problems with representing the magnetic activity dependence. From Table 1  293 (bottom rows) it is obvious that the relative dependence on magnetic activity increases significantly when the solar 294 activity goes down. This fact has been noted frequently before. But it is also worth mentioning that the absolute change in 295 mass density with magnetic activity is fairly independent of the solar flux background (see Figs. 3 e and 3f ). This The comparison between our adjusted model predictions with the NRLMSISE-00 model shows that the thermospheric 303 density predicted by the CH-Therm-2018 model agrees well (within ±20%) with the CHAMP observations over the 304 whole period, while the NRLMSISE-00 model overestimates the observations by about 40% at the periods low solar 305 activities. 306
The CH-Therm-2018 model shows quite different features of thermospheric mass density at different solar activity 307 conditions. For example, the EMA feature is more prominent at higher solar activity. The larger density at March equinox 308 than September equinox is only seen at higher solar activity, while this seasonal asymmetry exhibits an opposite sense 309 during lower solar activity conditions. Concerning the tidal signatures at low and equatorial latitudes the thermospheric 310 mass density presents mainly longitudinal wave-4 and wave-3 patterns at higher solar activity, changing to wave-3 and 311 wave-2 patterns at lower solar activity period. 312
A pending issue for the future studies is a better representation of the mass density height dependence. For this it would be 313 helpful to take simultaneous measurements from at least two satellites into account. Also the extension of the model to 314 lower altitudes, down to the GOCE orbit is planned for a follow-up study. 315
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